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Novel form of collective movement by soil bacteria
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Although migrations are essential for soil microorganisms to exploit scarce and heterogeneously distributed resources, bacterial
mobility in soil remains poorly studied due to experimental limitations. In this study, time-lapse images collected using live
microscopy techniques captured collective and coordinated groups of B. subtilis cells exhibiting “crowd movement”. Groups of B.
subtilis cells moved through transparent soil (nafion polymer with particle size resembling sand) toward plant roots and re-arranged
dynamically around root tips in the form of elongating and retracting “flocks” resembling collective behaviour usually associated
with higher organisms (e.g., bird flocks or fish schools). Genetic analysis reveals B. subtilis flocks are likely driven by the diffusion of
extracellular signalling molecules (e.g., chemotaxis, quorum sensing) and may be impacted by the physical obstacles and
hydrodynamics encountered in the soil like environment. Our findings advance understanding of bacterial migration through soil
matrices and expand known behaviours for coordinated bacterial movement.
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From a microbial perspective, soil is a nutritionally poor environ-
ment. Essential nutrients and energy sources exhibit heterogeneous
spatial and temporal distributions within the complex soil matrix,
leading to transient oases of microbial activity (“hot spots” and “hot
moments”; [1]). The ability of microorganisms to move and exploit
rare and distant sources of nutrients, such as plant root exudates, is
therefore important for the maintenance of microbial diversity and
soil ecosystem functioning. Rhizosphere communities, in turn, are
key drivers of terrestrial nutrient cycling, aiding in plant nutrient
uptake and contributing to the maintenance of general soil health.
They also play an important role in plant health and defence against
pathogens [2].
The mobility of bacteria in soil is considered dependent on

several life strategies, including sensing specific compounds
released by the root and migrating towards them by means of
chemotaxis [3, 4]. Different forms of movement are possible, such
as swimming in water films or twitching and swarming over solid
obstacles [5]. Microorganisms likely need to coordinate and act as
a group, using quorum sensing to navigate the complex soil
matrix [6, 7] and attach to the root surface to form biofilm [8, 9].
Current methods are inherently limited in their ability to track
bacterial populations in soil [10], partially due to their microscopic
size but also due to the opacity of the soil environment. Even with
recent advances in molecular and imaging techniques (many of
them destructive), soil bacteria have proved particularly elusive
organisms and our understanding of how they migrate towards
nutrient sources in soil is near inexistent. Most work on bacterial
motility, though extensive, is still performed predominantly in
liquid cultures [3, 11], various hydroponic systems [12, 13] and
semi-solid synthetic surfaces [14]. We are still unable to determine

the distance microorganisms can migrate through soils and the
mechanisms they employ to navigate this heterogenous environ-
ment, both passively and actively.
Here we have advanced live imaging capabilities by capturing

and analysing the movement of fluorescently labelled Bacillus
subtilis strains around roots growing in a transparent ionomer (i.e.,
synthetic polymer with ionic properties which has a refractive
index close to water) soil matrix. As a well-studied model
organism, B. subtilis is known for its plant-root interactions, with
some members of the genus used as biocontrol agents [15, 16]. In
our system, time-lapse images were collected using a custom-built
light sheet microscope, allowing analyses of 3D live datasets of
root-microbe interactions. The study revealed an unexpected new
form of coordinated movement used by B. subtilis to navigate the
soil matrix and interact with the surfaces of plant roots.

RESULTS
Whole plant-environment microscopy reveals coordinated
movement of B. subtilis in soil
The custom-built experimental system simultaneously recorded
the movement of B. subtilis cells, the topography of the soil-like
matrix, and living plant roots at 30 min intervals over a 20 h
period. The model system comprised four-day-old seedlings
grown in transparent soil (Nafion), inoculated with a fluorescently
labelled derivative of B. subtilis strain NCIB 3610, and images
captured on a tailor-made light sheet microscope. To mimic the
conditions for recruitment of bacteria from the surrounding soil
environment, B. subtilis cells were inoculated locally using an
inoculation patch infiltrated with approximately 2 million colony
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forming units (CFU), placed just beneath the soil surface level with
the emerging root (Fig. 1A). This concentration of bacterial cells
ensures an excess number of viable cells to colonise up to 0.2 g of
root at an average concentration of 107 CFU g−1 likely encoun-
tered for B. subtilis [7] while at the lower end of bacterial
concentrations found in agricultural soils [17]. Formation of
filamentous flocks of bacteria occurred consistently within
samples, converging systematically at the tip of the root (Fig. 1B).
Filamentous flocks formed around the root tip and rearranged
rapidly in the 20 h timeframe, elongating, retracting, and
branching, suggesting a high level of coordination (Fig. 1C,
Video S4). Because of the apparent sophistication of the
coordination required to produce such flocking behaviour, akin
to murmuration in birds or shoaling in fish, we have termed this
form of bacterial mobility “crowd movement”.

Crowd movement may be a mechanism to enhance
colonisation of hosts
To study the functions of crowd movement, we investigated
whether the phenomenon was plant-species specific. Similar
patterns of B. subtilis movement around the roots of several plant
hosts, including eudicotyledons such as tomato (Solanum
lycopersicum var. Money maker) and lettuce (Lactuca sativa var.
All Year Round), as well as monocotyledons such as winter wheat

(Triticum aestivum var. filon) and Timothy grass (Phleum pratense)
(Fig. 2A–D), were observed. Though many factors including
bacterial preparation and several environmental factors are likely
to affect the flocking behaviour, plant species and growth vigour
has been observed as a deciding factor in flocking occurrence. All
plant species tested showed flocking but varied in the likelihood
of occurrence. Lettuce plants showed the most variable flocking
response with about 25% of plants exhibiting flocks. Tomato
plantlets showed a higher flocking success rate with about half of
the plants, showing a degree of flock formation. The highest flock
occurrence was observed with wheat plantlets, which show a near
100% occurrence of flocks within the time analysed. Only healthy
plants were used for analysis, and natural variation in root
elongation rate was statistically non-significant (Fig. S2).
The interactions between B. subtilis flocks and the root tip were

also visualised from time lapse image data under higher magnifica-
tion. B. subtilis flocks interacted dynamically with the root surface
preceding permanent biofilm formation on the root epidermis. At
times, interactions led to temporary attachment followed by
dispersion and formation of biofilm at other locations on the root
surface (Fig. 2E). Both physiological states, bacteria forming biofilm,
and dynamically re-arranging bacterial flocks could be present
within a system at the same time. We hypothesise that B. subtilis cells
use crowd movement to navigate the soil matrix, presumably in
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Fig. 1 Crowd movement. A We have created an experimental system for studying bacterial movement towards plant roots, in soil. The
experimental system consists of B. subtilis moving from an inoculation patch (yellow square) through the pore space between soil particles
(grey) towards the plant root (brown). The system enabled us to track the movements of B. subtilis populations and revealed complex
coordinated movement of bacteria through the pore structure. Note that diagram is not to scale. B B. subtilis (GFP labelled) was observed
forming flocks using a form of coordinated mobility termed “crowd movement”. C Time lapse images (30min intervals) show the distribution
of bacteria (GFP labelled B. subtilis, green) in soil (Nafion, magenta) taking on the form of filamentous flocks that dynamically rearrange around
the tomato root (red). Light scattering signal from air bubbles may be visible as seen to the left (middle and bottom) of the time lapse images
(2 red spheres).
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response to chemo-attractants which leads to subsequent dynamic
interaction with the root tip (attachment and detachment) and may
precede and/or facilitate root colonisation.

Morphodynamics of crowd movement
To understand when and how B. subtilis displays crowd movement,
we studied how the shape of the flock dynamically forms and
retracts (i.e., “morphodynamics”). We first defined a bacterial flock as
a group of bacteria which appear to be connected and moving in a
coordinated fashion. Groups of bacteria resulted in filamentous
shapes which could be made up of a single branch or several
branches (Fig. 3A). For quantitative analysis, single branches were
traced on time-lapse image data and the morphodynamics
characterised (Fig. 3B). We captured filamentous flocks appearing
as early as 20 h post inoculation, reaching peak activity between 25
and 40 h, and then reducing substantially (Fig. 3C). The number of
branches per flock varied over time and among samples, with an
observed range between one and five (Fig. 3D).
We tracked various morphological characteristics of individual

flock branches including length, elongation rate, width, and
bacterial cell density. A single filamentous flock consisted of up to
107 cells and persisted for between 5 and 10 h, initially elongating,
reaching a maximum length, then retracting and sometimes re-
growing (Fig. 3E left). Similarly, the B. subtilis cell density of
each filamentous flock increased initially, a peak density of

approximately 109–1010 CFU per ml, and then decreased, some-
times repeating this process 2–3 times (Fig. 3E right).
The dynamics of filamentous flocks studied in the length-

intensity phase space indicated the mechanism of formation likely
results from an unstable feedback mechanism regulated by cell
density (Fig. 3F). Initially, flock branches were seen elongating at
low B. subtilis cell density. The increase in the length of the flock
branch was then followed by an increase in density within the
flock. As the B. subtilis cell density increased, the elongation rate
increased, which in turn led to a decrease in B. subtilis cell density
and subsequent retraction of the flock branch (Fig. 3F top). This
cycle can be repeated multiple times for a single flock branch
(Fig. 3F bottom).
Due to variation in the number of bacteria added to the system

at the setup stage, as well as the population growth occurring
within the system [18], we hypothesise that the number of cells
within our system may vary considerably between samples at the
time of flock occurrence. We suspect that cell density may
influence the time of occurrence of the flocks but does not appear
to impact the flock morphodynamics.

Crowd movement emerges from biophysical interactions in
pore space
To better understand the mechanisms leading to the formation
of bacterial flocks, we examined where the flocks formed in the

0 min +120 min

Flock formation Attachment Detachment

A B C

+180 minE

1 mm

D

1 mm 1 mm 1 mm

Fig. 2 Crowd motility may be a mechanism to enhance colonization of the host. Bacterial crowd movement has been captured around
roots of several different plants, including (A) tomato (Solanum lycopersicum), (B) lettuce (Lactuca sativa), (C) timothy grass (Phleum pratense)
and (D) wheat (Triticum aestivum). E Bacterial flocks form in the soil matrix and interact with the root tip (attaching/ detaching).
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pore space (Fig. 4A). A closer look at the soil matrix (Fig. 4B, top)
revealed that B. subtilis flocks formed within the pore space
(Fig. 4B, bottom) rather than on the surface of soil particles. This
suggested a potential role for biophysical forces in the formation
and regulation of these bacterial flocks.
We investigated whether soil solution viscosity influenced the

formation of bacterial flocks. Liquid density was adjusted by
altering the composition of the colloidal suspension used as soil
solution, which revealed a density-dependent influence on flock
morphology (Fig. 4C). Increased viscosity (i.e., 78% Percoll,
6.6 mPa s−1, video S5) resulted in flocks that were significantly
more branched (p= 0.027, Fig. 4D left) compared to those in
water (1 mPa s−1, video S7). The flocks in the intermediate
viscosity solution (39% Percoll, 2.2 mPa s−1, video S6) was not
significantly different from those in either the high viscosity
or water solution. Viscosity was indirectly related to flock
branch width with decreasing viscosity resulting in increasing
flock branch width from 0.33 ± 0.07 mm at high viscosity to

0.48 ± 0.15 mm at low viscosity (p= 0.031, Fig. 4D middle).
Viscosity however, had no significant effect on the B. subtilis cell
density of the flock (p= 0.251, Fig. 4D right). Additionally, in
contrast to previous observations in high viscosity solution
(Fig. 3F), filamentous flocks forming in low viscosity solution
revealed linear trajectories in the length-intensity phase space
(Fig. 4E). The elongation rate of the filamentous flock progressed
steadily, slowing down gradually towards the final flock branch
length.
We found that the theoretical doubling time calculated from flock

cell density, though variable, could be as low as 50min around the
inflection point of bacterial flocks. To address whether flock
development was a factor of bacterial proliferation, the growth
rate / cellular doubling time of B. subtilis was estimated from in vitro
growth at 20 °C in a defined medium (MSgg) as approximately 8 h.
As the medium represents a more carbon-rich source than the
microcosm, this implies that flock development occurred from
accumulation of existing cells rather than generation of new cells.
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Fig. 3 Morpho-dynamics of bacterial flock. A A bacterial flock was defined as a group of bacteria which visually appear to be connected
and moving dynamically in a coordinated fashion. Flocks of bacteria were filamentous and could occasionally define multiple branches.
Several distinct, individual flocks could appear at the same time which do not appear to be connected to each other. The figure shows 3
individual flocks, represented by different colours. Two of the flocks have multiple branches (yellow and red trace) and one has only a
single branch (blue trace). B Individual flock branches were traced to determine length, mean width and bacterial density over time with
the first image in which flock was detected labelled as flock time zero (0 min). C Total combined length of individual flocks and (D) total
number of flocks were measured around several tomato roots over time. E Length (left) and bacterial density (right) of individual flocks
over time with different colours representing individual flocks. F Trajectories in the normalised length-density phase diagrams.
Normalisations consisted of a centring step to place the centre of rotation of the trajectory, and a scaling step for magnitude of variations
to be contained between −1 and 1 around the centre of rotation. To avoid overlapping of trajectories, individual curves were distributed
along the x-axis. Each trajectory indicates the formation and disappearance of a single flock which could occasionally occur once (top
panel) or multiple times (bottom panel). The graphs (C–F) show data collected from 1 to 3 flock branches traced from 8 individual and
independent live systems.
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Mutations in genes controlling quorum sensing and mobility
affect the morphology of flocks
We investigated the genetic mechanisms that may be required for
flocks to form. Experiments were performed with fluorescently
labelled strains of B. subtilis NCIB 3610 containing deletions of
genes that encode the surface factors involved in movement and
biofilm formation: flagella (hag) and the biofilm matrix exopoly-
saccharide (epsA-O) respectively. Additionally, the impact of
removing the secreted biosurfactant surfactin (srfAA), as well as
the DNA-binding response regulator ComA (comA), which forms
part of the ComQXP quorum sensing system, were evaluated with
live plant roots growing in transparent soil. For reference
purposes, the colony biofilm architecture is shown for all the
strains used in the analysis (Fig. S3).
The results obtained by imaging the movement of wild type

and mutant strains revealed that crowd movement is a complex
multicellular behaviour involving more than one mechanism.
Observations derived from at least 8 replicates for each strain were
divided into one of 3 categories: clearly defined, branching,
filamentous flocks (Fig. 5A), a form of diffuse group movement
resembling bacterial clouds or fronts with a distinct absence of
branching (Fig. 5B) and “no crowd movement observed”. Our
results show that there is no significant difference in flocking
behaviour between either “wild-type” strain used to generate the
mutants (compare WT1 (NRS 1473) with WT2 (NRS 5634), p= 0.897,
video S8). Additionally, there is no statistically significant role for
surfactin in flock formation (p= 0.057, video S9). However, when
epsA-O (video S10) or comA (video S11) were deleted, a significant
loss of co-ordination in flocks was occurred (p < 0.05). Moreover, in
the absence of the flagellar filament (hag deletion strain, video

S12), a complete absence of any form of crowd movement was
noted (p < 0.05). Even in a dual inoculation experiment, the GFP
labelled hag mutant (green) did not form flocks while the mKate2
labelled WT (magenta) did, suggesting conditions for crowd
movement were met in the system and confirming active flagellar
motion as a requirement (video S13) with no passive motility
gained by non-motile cells within motile communities. Any
biofilms on the growing root would likely be due to bacteria
arriving at the root surface through passive dispersion and other
non-flagellar driven bacterial movement.

Mathematical models indicate crowd movement may be
mediated by diffusion of extracellular signals
We designed a mathematical model to study whether the changes
in flocking patterns observed in response to the soil solution are
due to changes in the diffusivity of both bacteria and quorum
sensing signal because the viscosity of a liquid is inversely
proportional to diffusivity in a medium (Stokes-Einstein equation,
[19]). The model predicted the near linear decrease in number of
flock branches observed with the increase of the diffusion
coefficients due to the change of soil solution (Fig. 6A). In
contrast, the model did not completely predict the response
observed in the width of flocks. Although the model correctly
predicted the increase in flock branch width with the increase in
diffusion coefficients, it could not predict the strong non-linearity
of the response observed experimentally. This result suggests the
existence of dependencies of the quorum sensing mechanism to
environmental factors, for example mechanosensing of the
physical properties of the liquid solution or complex dependency
to cell density.

Fig. 4 Crowd movement emerges from biophysical interactions in pore space. A 3D image showing arrangement of bacteria in the soil
matrix around the root. B Bacteria signal (green) and soil particle signal (white) from light sheet dataset showing the distribution of bacteria in
the pore space rather than on particle surfaces. C Light sheet images showing highly branched flocks in high viscosity solutions (Percoll) and a
single, more diffuse flock in low viscosity solution (water). D Viscosity of the solution used to saturate the soil matrix impacts the number of
flock branches formed and the flock branch width but not the bacterial concentration (left to right). Barplots show the average values ± 2 SD
for individual root samples (left) or for individual flocks (middle and right) for different diffusion coefficients. Each viscosity level data was
collected from 5 separate live systems. Bars which share a letter are not significantly different from each other. E The phase diagram obtained
in low viscosity soil solution showed a linear relationship between bacterial density characteristic of stable flock formation.
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We performed an additional simulation to assess factors that
contribute to the morpho-dynamics of bacterial flocks. Soil
heterogeneity was found to be important. The model predicted
that physical obstacles affect the morphology of the bacterial
flocks, with shorter distances between obstacles leading to more
branched and more defined filamentous flocks, with more
variation in cell density (Fig. 6B). The strength of the bacterial
response to the quorum sensing signal (parameter K in Eq. (3))
controls the continuity of the bacterial flock, and the ability of the
flock to maintain contact with the plant root. High values of the
interaction strength parameter K were needed to generate long
and continuous filamentous flocks. However, excessive values of
interaction strength led to disconnected and eventually immobile
islands of cells (Fig. 6C).

DISCUSSION
We report on the collective and seemingly co-ordinated move-
ment of bacteria in a soil-like matrix during the colonisation of
living plant roots. This coordinated group response, referred to as
crowd movement, resembles behaviour normally associated with
higher organisms such as migrating herds [20, 21], flocking birds
[22, 23], schools of fish [24] and swarms of insects [25, 26]. Many
models have been created to explain the dynamics of this group
behaviour using theories of attraction, short range repulsion, and
alignment of velocities [22]. However, often the sets of rules used
in these models are based on assumptions due to lack of
experimental data [27]. With the advent of GPS tracing, advances
have been made in similar research on higher organisms [28], but
due to the size of microorganisms and the complex nature of the
soil matrix, obtaining experimental data is difficult.

Evidence of the co-ordinated activity of microorganisms has
been observed during the formation of biofilm [29] and fruiting
bodies [30, 31], where unicellular organisms form multi-cellular
structures and resources are produced for the common good of
the community (public goods co-operation, [32]. One of the most
frequently studied forms of collective behaviour in microorgan-
isms is observed in myxobacteria, which not only form intricate
multicellular fruiting bodies complete with division of labour, but
also exhibit highly coordinated collective movement to enhance
mobility and attack prey. Collective social movement in myx-
obacteria is driven predominantly by cell-to-cell contact brought
about by high cell density and exopolysaccharide secretion [33].
Similarly, a form of social motility has been described for
Flavobacterium johnsoniae in which EPS-dependant assembly into
microcolonies results in a collective gliding motility [34].
Collective movement of B. subtilis has commonly been

described in liquid cultures [11, 35–40] as well as on and between
solid surfaces [14, 41–43]. The collective movement of bacteria
over solid surfaces, referred to as swarming, is associated with
hyper-flagellation and peritrichously flagellated bacteria such as B.
subtilis [14]. Swarming is also linked to the production of
surfactants, an example of public goods that are controlled by
quorum sensing, which reduces the tension between the moving
cells and the viscous substrate [14]. The importance of surfactants
during swarming is tightly coupled to the humidity of the surfaces
and has been shown to not be essential at higher saturation levels
[44, 45]. Studies have also shown that bacterial swarms may be
directed by light in species that exhibit phototaxis [46, 47],
suggesting the presence of possible biological response to stimuli.
The impact of chemotaxis may even be increased within dense
bacterial groups such as in swarms [48]. Swarming has not been
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Fig. 5 A complex combination of genes is involved in flock formation. Flock formation was evaluated in surfactin (srfA) mutant (NRS 6963),
exopolysaccharide (EPS) mutant (NRS 3798), quorum sensing (comA) mutant (NRS 7387), and flagellar (hag) mutant (NRS 6959) around wheat
roots. The flock formation was evaluated for WT2 which carries a comI mutation strain (NRS 5634) as the parental strain of the quorum sensing
(comA) mutant. Results were divided into 2 morphological categories; (A) clearly defined, branched filamentous flocks which interact with the
root or (B) diffuse fronts or clouds of bacteria with no detectable structure which move through the soil but may not necessarily interact with
the root. C The percent occurrence of each of the categories were recorded for several plant-soil-strain systems (minimum of n= 8 for each
strain). Selection of category was performed by way of a blind test by 3 individuals. Stars indicate mutant strains which show significantly
different flocking behaviour from its corresponding parental strain at p < 0.05.
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demonstrated in natural environments to date [49] and the exact
ecological function of this form of collective movement is still
unclear [14]. Furthermore, there are debates over whether
swarming is a co-ordinated response or if it occurs purely in
response to the physical constraints and orientation of cells from
collisions [41]. Brownian motion [38] and fluid flow [11, 39] have
also been highlighted as the cause of microbial group movement
and pattern formation, especially in high bacterial concentration
suspensions.
Here we observed movements and behaviours that cannot be

attributed solely to physical interactions, but rather strongly
suggest the influence of biological drivers such as chemotaxis,
quorum sensing, and mechanosensing. Our results show that
groups of B. subtilis cells targeted the root tip, suggesting the
directional impact of chemotaxis towards living plant roots.
Around the root tip, the B. subtilis groups dynamically rearrange,
which resulted in filamentous flocks that elongated over time
and eventually disappeared by either retracting or dispersing.

Flock elongation and retraction is linked to the B. subtilis cell
concentration supporting the hypothesis that quorum sensing is
involved in maintaining flocks. This is supported by the loss of
co-ordination withing the flocks when the ComX-mediated
quorum sensing system is disabled by mutation of comA. The
necessity for monitoring cell density is also further confirmed by
a mathematical model that shows how the strength of cell-to-
cell communication is instrumental to the continuity of bacterial
flocks. Indeed, when response to the hypothetical quorum
sensing is too strong, the population of bacteria is unable to
maintain filamentous structure and may lose connection to the
nutrient source.
The dynamic changes in bacterial flock cell density are likely

due to local densification and sparsification rather than cell
growth and death. Though doubling times of various strains of B.
subtilis are reported within the range of 30–120min in a variety of
nutrient rich media incubated at 30–35 °C [50, 51], a doubling time
of 50 min, as calculated from our analysis, is highly unlikely under
the nutrient and temperature conditions within our system.
Microbial growth rates in soil, though still poorly understood [52],
routinely show very slow doubling times at 20–25 °C in the
rhizosphere of different plants [53–55].
After interacting dynamically with the root tip, the B. subtilis

groups often disperse again and may adhere to form biofilm on
more mature root zones. It is possible, that this observation
occurs due to preferential attachment to mature root zones, like
the root hair zone and elongation zone and to the heterogenous
exudation along the root [56, 57]. Production of EPS by B. subtilis,
although essential for the formation and maintenance of a
stable biofilm on the root [58], is not essential for crowd
movement but does appear to increase the coherence between
the individual cells as seen with the social movement of
myxobacteria [33] and flavobacteria [34].
Our mathematical model indicates that the diffusion of

extracellular signals alone cannot explain the morphodynamics
of bacterial flocks. The diffusivity of the medium is predicted to
steadily increase the zone of influence of the flocking process,
but experimental observation indicated that the width of the
flock differed only in water, when viscosity was at a minimum.
Such an effect could be obtained if the sensitivity to the extra
cellular signal was, for example, dependent on viscous forces
from the medium. The link between swimming velocity and
viscosity of the surrounding liquid has been made more than
half a century ago. Studies consistently show that bacterial
swimming velocity increases with increasing viscosity up to
approximately 2 mPa s−1 before decreasing [59–61]. Both the
mid viscosity (2.2 mPa s−1) and the high viscosity (6.6 mPa s−1)
solution used in our experiment fall well within the range
associated with decreasing speed. It is possible crowd move-
ment may also offer protection against shear stress in higher
viscosity solutions. Indeed, studies in relatively low-density
bacterial suspensions have shown that in viscous solutions
bacteria resort to large scale collective motion [62], which may
reduce the viscosity of the solution even to negative values [63].
Based on our findings, we propose that crowd movement in soil,
like the collective behaviour of complex higher organisms, may
be a form of energy conservation (e.g., hydrodynamics), and/or
optimized search for resources [43], as well as protection from
predation (e.g., nematodes) or antibiotics [64].
The pore size distribution in our system is very variable and

ranges from 0.0 to 0.8 mm [18] and though pore size is likely a
factor impacting the flock branch formation due to the physical
barrier they represent; the pore size distribution would have
impacted the flock branches equally regardless of viscosity. The
importance of soil texture in ecosystem functioning is becoming
ever more evident as a leading driver of trophic interactions in the
micro-food web [65]. Pore size is frequently highlighted as playing
a vital role in interspecies or interkingdom interactions by varying
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Fig. 6 Model indicates the strength of cell-to-cell communication
is critical to coordinate movement towards the host. A Model
predictions, showing the correlation between diffusion and the
number of flock branches (blue, left y-axis) as well as the correlation
between diffusion and the width of flock branch (red, right y-axis).
Parameters of the model include the interaction radius of the
bacteria (R= 0.5 mm), the diffusion coefficient (D= 0.005mm2 s−1)
and time (T= 10 s). Image inserts show from left to right the visual
representation of the impact of increasing diffusion on flock
branches as shown in the graph. B Image series depict the impact
of the soil porosity on the formation of filamentous flocks in
solutions. Soil porosity is controlled with an increasing number of
regularly distributed obstacles with identical shape and size (from
left to right), which increase the number of flock branches. C Image
series showing the effect of interaction strength between bacteria
(quorum sensing) on flock formation from high to low (left to right,
K= 0.1, 0.7, and 1.0 respectively). Colour scale of flocks represents
bacterial cell density, ranging from 20 (blue) to 100 (yellow) cells per
mm2. Bacteria below the threshold are not plotted (white) and any
values above 100 remain yellow.
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the accessibility between food/ prey and predators [66], which in
turn may impact soil aggregate formation and ecosystem
processes. Evidence suggests that, at least physically, Nafion
provides a soil-like environment with a particle distribution
resembling sand (250–1600 µm) and a water retention and cation
exchange capacity comparable to vermiculite, in which plant root
architecture is highly similar to natural soils or sand [67]. Similarly,
the presence of solid surfaces and development of nutrient
gradients should provide a more natural environment for soil
microorganisms [53, 68].
It is still unclear how exactly microbial dynamics in Nafion, or

other synthetic soils such as cryolite [69–71], compares to natural
soils. Most natural soils due to clay and silt content, have smaller
pores than Nafion or other synthetic soils, which likely means
communication between bacterial cells is shorter ranged (i.e.,
smaller groups of bacteria, faster changes). In addition to this,
unlike in our saturated system, natural soils frequently undergo
cycles of drying and re-wetting, impacting connectivity of soil
pores [72] and thus suggesting crowd movement may take place
in thin water films and in fluid with higher viscosity [73]. Finally,
numerous other chemical factors may also affect the physiology of
the bacteria in natural soils, particularly variations in pH and
aeration status. The observations reported in this study indicate
the existence of highly coordinated movements of bacteria to
navigate physically complex soil-like matrices with heterogenous
nutrient availability. The challenge now is to better understand the
mechanisms of crowd movement in natural systems with the aim
to improve the understanding of soil ecosystems dynamics.

CONCLUSION
Microcosms consisting of plants grown in transparent synthetic
soil with fluorescently labelled B. subtilis strains, coupled with light
sheet image collection techniques, uncovered a co-ordinated form
of microbial movement. Filamentous flocks formed by B. subtilis
cells are attracted to the root, as well as to each other, resulting in
the formation of a structure that is likely an energy efficient and
protective mechanism that enables efficient translocation through
the pores of the soil matrix. This work shed light on highly
complex microbial movement in soil-like matrices. Such findings
will greatly advance our knowledge of biodiversity and dynamics
of soil ecosystems.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Transparent soil and custom-made microcosms
Transparent soil was prepared from Nafion precursor beads (Ion Power Inc.,
USA) as previously described in Downie et al. [67] with minor modifications
[18]. In short, Nafion transparent soil pellets were broken up to particle
sizes of 250–1250 μm using in a cryogenic mill (SPEX SamplePrep 6770).
Following this, the particles were converted to anionic form by soaking in
6 M KOH, 35% 5M DMSO at 80 °C, followed by 3 M nitric acid at room
temperature before titrating with Hoaglands basal medium (WVR
ICNA092621822 at 1.6 g L−1). Sulphorhodamine B was added to the Nafion
particles for the option of imaging the soil particles with a 561 nm laser.
Transparent soil was sterilized by autoclaving for 20min at 121 °C before
use. The custom-made microcosms comprised of a 3-sided polydimethyl-
siloxane frame (PDMS, SYLGARDTM 184 Silicone Elastomer Base, Length
50 × outside-width 25 and inside-width 20 × Thickness 3mm) between
2 standard microscopy glass slides (VWR, microscope slides at Length
76 ×Width 26 × Thickness 1mm) (see 65 for details on chamber
construction).

Whole plant-environment light sheet microscopy
A non-commercial fluorescent light sheet microscope (FLSM) system with
dual illumination was used to collect large field of view time-lapse data
from live microcosms [18]. A laser source with up to 4 different
wavelengths was used in conjunction with Powell and cylindrical lenses
to generate uniform and overlapping light sheets which allow the
illumination of only a thin slice of the sample (50 μm) at a time with a

detection limit of approximately 105 CFU ml−1. Bacterial flocks with
densities lower than the detection limit cannot be observed. An automated
filter changer was built into the microscope to distinguish between the
different scattering and fluorescent signals. This combined system allows a
large variety of signals to be collected non-destructively on a single sample
using a combination of light scattering and fluorescent based measure-
ments. The objectives used (Mitutoyo Plan Apo Infinity Corrected 2X, 5X,
10X, Edmund Optics, UK) have a long working distance and a large field of
view which allows the capture of images on large (several cm) samples in
real time in situ. The system also included a computer-controlled growth
light and a Peltier element-based temperature controlling system.
Integrated software enabled volume data reconstruction and the resulting
data consisted of several gigabytes. Frames were captured every 30min
and a large volume of the sample (6.1 × 22.9 × 8.0 mm) was scanned at a
resolution of 12 μm.

Plants
Plants used include eudicots such as Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum var.
Money maker) and Lettuce, (Lactuca sativa var. All Year Round) as well as
monocots such as winter wheat (Triticum aestivum var. filum) and
timothy grass (Phleum pratense). All seeds were surface sterilized by
soaking in 10% bleach for 15 min before being thoroughly rinsed using
sterile distilled H2O. Seeds were germinated on distilled water agar
for 1–4 days, depending on species (until about 2 mm root is visible),
before transferring a single seedling into a sterile microcosm filled
with transparent soil, saturated with half strength Murashige and Skoog
(MS) culture medium (without carbon source) later referred to as “MS
medium” only.

Bacterial strains and growth media
The B. subtilis strains used in this study are listed in Table S1 and were
grown for routine culturing purposes on lysogeny broth (LB: 1% (w/v)
Bacto-peptone, 1% (w/v) NaCl, 0.5% (w/v) yeast extract and 1.5% (w/v)
agar) plates or in liquid cultures at 37 °C. Antibiotic resistance cassette
marked gene deletions or reporter fusions were moved between strains
using either SSP1 mediated phage transduction [74] or genetic compe-
tence with plasmid DNA as indicated. To construct strains using genetic
competency an altered version of 10 x Modified Competency (MC) media
was used using the method previously described (10.7 g K2HPO4, 5.2 g
KH2PO4, 20 g dextrose, 0.88 g sodium citrate dehydrate, 2.2 g L-glutamic
acid monopotassium salt, and 1 g tryptone per 100ml) [75]. For biofilm
experiments, the strains for analysis were grown on MSgg agar plates
(5 mM potassium phosphate (pH 7), 100 mM MOPS (pH 7), 2 mM MgCl2,
700 μM CaCl2, 50 μM MnCl2, 50 μM FeCl3, 1 μM ZnCl2, 2 μM thiamine, 0.5%
(v/v) glycerol, 0.5% (w/v) glutamate, 1.5% (w/v) agar) [7]. Antibiotics were
added as required at the following concentrations: tetracycline (12.5 μg/
ml); spectinomycin (100 μg/ml); chloramphenicol (5 μg/ml); kanamycin
(10 μg/ml). For antibiotic selection of pBL7 [76] in E. coli strain MC1061
ampicillin was used at a concentration of 100 µg/ml.

Colony biofilm assays
B. subtilis strains were streaked on LB agar plates which were incubated at
37 °C for ~16 h. A single colony was taken and grown in 3 ml of LB broth at
37 °C with agitation to an OD600 of ~1. At this point, 5 µl of each cell
suspension was spotted onto MSgg media plates. The samples were
incubated at 30 °C for 48 h before imaging. Colony biofilm imaging was
performed using a Leica MZ16 FA stereoscope and LAS version 2.7.1. Scale
bar in the upper images 10mm and in the lower images 5 mm (Fig. S3).

Preparation of cells for microscopy analysis
All strains were grown in MSgg medium [31] for about 24 h at 18 °C, whilst
shaking at 200 rpm (increase in OD600 of 1–1.5 orders of magnitude). After
incubation, the MSgg solution was removed by centrifugation followed by
reconstitution of the bacterial pellet in MS to remove any carbon
contained in the bacterial solution. Approximately 2 million CFU were
then inoculated onto a 2mm by 2mm sterile, fibreglass filter paper
(inoculation patch) which was inserted into the microcosm, just beneath
the soil surface, level with the newly emerging root (approximately 2 mm
long). The insertion of the inoculation patch and the plant represents the
biological time zero. The complete biological system was incubated at
21 °C for 20–24 h (light cycles of 16 h light at 60 µmol m−2 s−1 and 8 h
dark) before replacing the MS medium in the system with Percoll (GE
Healthcare) for index matching and live imaging in the self-developed
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FLSM system. The start of image collection (at 20–24 h post inoculation)
represents the imaging time zero.

Bacterial growth curves
Fresh bacterial suspensions of B. subtilis NCIB 3610 were made in MSgg
and diluted to a OD600 of 0.06. 20 replicates of 200 μl were added to 100-
well microwell plates (Honeycomb; Thermo Fisher, USA). Growth rates
were determined at 20 °C by measuring the OD600 every 15min for 40 h
with intermittent shaking using an automated plate reader (Bioscreen C
plate reader; Oy Growth Curves Ab Ltd., Finland).

Viscous soil solutions
High viscosity soil samples were saturated with 78% Percoll solution
(6.6 mPa s−1), mid viscosity samples with 34% Percoll (2.2 mPa s−1) and low
viscosity samples with water (1 mPa s−1). Viscosity of all solutions was
determined using a Cannon-Fenske viscometer (VFOC.931.v4, vidra FOC,
Spain). Time lapse images were collected using the self-developed FLSM
system described above.

Image processing and data analysis
Composite time lapse volume data was created by deconvolution,
stitching and fusing of individual light sheet microscope scans, using the
Matlab software (MathWorks, USA). Algorithms are detailed by Liu et al.
[18] Filamentous flocks were traced and measured, manually. Only flocks
of bacteria that persisted more than 1 h and were longer than 900 µm
were analysed. A segmented line was traced manually along the
maximum of fluorescence intensity in the image. The start and end point
of the segmented line was defined as either the point where
fluorescence intensity in the image is similar to the image background,
or when the root is reached. The starting point is chosen as the
one closest to the root surface. The segments were then used to
transform the image coordinates so that the flock branches become
linear, before fitting a Gaussian ridge on the transformed image to
extract diameter and intensity values of individual flock branches.
Statistical analysis and plots were created using R 3.1.2 [77], image
processing using Fiji ImageJ [78] and then analysed for length,
width, and B. subtilis cell density using custom made python scripts
(https://zenodo.org/record/4946262).

Bacterial flock cell density estimation - calibration of system
Estimates of local cell densities (CFUml−1) were calculated using a
correlation equation obtained from 2 step calibration experiments
performed and published previously [18]. In short, we captured images
from of a series of homogenous bacterial suspensions at known
concentrations (OD600) and determined the correlation with signal
intensity of the image captured. The second correlation was obtained
between the OD600 absorbance value of a bacterial solution and CFU per
ml, by plating dilutions and counting the colonies formed after overnight
incubation. The estimate of total number of bacterial cells within a flock
was determined using the average local density (CFUml−1) and the area of
the flock.

Mathematical model
The ability of flocks to disappear and regroup elsewhere indicates the
process is largely due to local densification and dispersion of the
population rather than growth itself. The observed flocks orientate
towards the root, converging at the tip. Therefore, kin attraction must
also exist, and this occurs in directions not linked to the root chemotactic
gradient. We hypothesize that the existence of a trade-off between the
cost of motility and the cost of carbon deprivation.
To understand the paths taken by bacteria, and how these lead to the

formation of flocking patterns in soil, we propose to model the trade-off
between kin attraction and root attraction using the following equations:

∂tρ ¼ �divρ
v þ I ρð Þ

jjv þ I ρð Þjj
� �

þ DΔρ (1)

The change of bacterial density ρ with time (left hand side) is linked to a
directed transport term (first term on the right-hand side) and a dispersive
term (second term on the right-hand side) with bacterial diffusion
coefficient D. The directed transport of the bacteria is then decomposed
into two terms which determine the direction of the movement. v models

the chemotactic response towards the root while I models the attraction of
bacteria towards each other in a density dependent manner:

v ¼ �C∇φ
jj∇φjj ; (2)

I ρð Þ ¼ K
∇ ρ � ηð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ jj∇ ρ � ηð Þjjp (3)

where φ is the concentration of nutrients released by the root, C the
chemotactic sensitivity parameter, and ρ � η is the interaction potential
created by the density of surrounding bacteria, with η a kernel function
encoding the interaction with neighbours through a specified radius. Since
the kernel function encode the effect of a diffusible extracellular signal, it is
expressed as a function of the diffusion coefficient D, i.e., η ¼ f x;

ffiffiffiffi
D

p� �
.

The strength of the interaction K therefore defines the morphological
properties of the flocks (from diffuse to filamentous flocks and to
aggregated morphologies). Therefore, in this chemotactic model, the
direction of bacterial velocity is dependent on the gradient of the bacterial
density.
The model was implemented with a finite volume scheme for advection

and diffusion on a 2D cartesian grid. The scheme was modified to include a
nonlocal estimation of the concentration distribution. The concentration of
nutrients φ is determined by solving an eikonal equation with the root as a
target (https://zenodo.org/record/4946262).

DATA AVAILABILITY
The link https://zenodo.org/record/4946262 provides the codes for numerical
simulations of models of bacterial crowd movements. Processed image data and
code for analysis of bacterial flocks is available at: https://github.com/LionelDupuy/
CrowdMovement.
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